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 PLACE 

Creating 
characters 
from 
reference 
with Dan Kelby  
This workshop will help you learn how to analyse 
a reference image in order to caricature it. As a 
character designer Dan Kelby filters everything 
he sees through his own artistic tastes and 
interpretation of the world, then creates drawings 
that reflect this. 

Objective 
Through this series of tasks, you will become 
familiar with the streamlined digital process that 
Dan uses in his own work, consisting of doing 
draw-overs, playing with proportion, looking 
for shapes and laying down confident and 
interesting lines. This is the intuitive art of really 
finding ‘the character’. Let’s get to it! 

You will need 

• Adobe Photoshop or any digital drawing 
software that uses layers. I’ll be using 
Photoshop in this workshop, but the process 
can be used in any drawing application. 

• Desktop computer or laptop 

• Drawing tablet or an iPad Pro with Apple 
Pencil 

• If digital materials aren’t available, you can 
follow along the process with traditional 
media. In this case, A4 paper, A4 tracing 
paper, pencils, an eraser and an inking pen 
(optional) will be required. 

Workshop duration 
This activity should take approximately 1-1.5 
hours to complete. Please adapt to your 
circumstances. 

YouTube workshop link 
https://youtu.be/w-Symx_mvjc 

https://youtu.be/w-Symx_mvjc


Task one: choose your reference 
image 
Choosing a good reference image is important. 
When selecting photos to draw from I always 
ensure that they are: 

• An interesting subject that I am inspired to 
draw. 

• Clear and easy to read with no parts cropped 
off. 

• At a high resolution so I can see any details. 

I normally use  Pinterest  to search for reference 
images, but you can also try 
Google Image Search or other photography 
sites like  Unsplash  or Flickr. 

Images from magazines, newspapers and books 
will also be fine to use as reference, as long as 
they are large and clear enough to work from. 

I chose this reference photo because I liked the 
shape of the model’s hair; her large, hooded 
eyes; her pointed nose and the way her neck 
was craning forwards. 

Task two: analyse your reference 

After selecting an appropriate reference image, 
the first thing we need to do is to analyse it, 
so we know what to focus on when we begin 
designing. I do this by tracing over the photo to 
find the key shapes and proportions. That way, 
when I redraw it, I can use this knowledge to 
build a new design. 

• Import your reference image into Photoshop 
using File > Place Embedded... 

• Lower the opacity of the image to around 
40% or 50%, depending on how light or 
dark it is. 

• Create a new layer above your reference 
image and name it “Shapes”. 

• Using a medium sized, hard brush in a red 
colour, trace over the main shapes of your 
reference on your new “Shapes” layer. Think 
about simplifying the subject down to basic 
elements like circles, triangles, squares, 
straight lines and arcs. 

TOP TIP: Don’t zoom in too far when doing 
your draw-over: it will help you see the 

larger shapes more clearly. 

http://www.pinterest.com
https://www.google.com/imghp?hl=EN
https://www.unsplash.com
https://www.flickr.com
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Task three: sketch out your design 

Choose an emotion or story that you’d like to 
have in your image. 

• Move your “Shapes layer” off to the side, 
next to the reference photo. Create a new 
layer called “Sketch” to draw on. 

• Look at both the original photo and your 
shape analysis (the draw-over you did in 
Step 2) at the same time when sketching. 
As you copy the shapes you found, try and 
exaggerate them a little. If the model has a 
large nose, can you make it even larger? If 
their eyes are half-closed, how much can 
you close them and still have the expression 
read? 

• Remember the goal here is not to create 
a likeness, it is to use the reference as a 
“jumping off point” to create a new character. 

• Save your file at this point if you haven’t 
already done so (File > Save As...). 

TOP TIP: Flip your canvas by going to Image 
> Image Rotation > Flip Canvas Horizontal. 
This will refresh your eyes and help you to 

immediately spot your mistakes. 

Task four: draw over your sketch 
Character design is all about constant reworking 
and refining until a final design is reached. 
Drawing over your initial ideas is an important 
habit to get into, as it will teach you to improve 
on your first instincts and treat your drawings as 
part of a larger process. 

• Lower the opacity of your “Sketch” layer to 
around 30%, or until you can barely see it. 

• Create a new layer above it and name it 
“Sketch 2”. 

• Redraw your character on this new layer, 
being sure to change things from your first 
sketch. Think about how you can exaggerate 
or change the position of certain features 
to make a more interesting design. You can 
see the changes I made to my design in the 
image here. 



Task five: clean up your design 

Once you are happy with your design, it’s time 
to clean up your sketch. 

NB: You can make as many new versions of 
your design as you wish until you are satisfied 
with it, and I encourage you to do as many as 
possible! Don’t rush to clean up your work: keep 
designing and improving your sketches each 
time before you proceed to the steps below. 

• Lower the opacity of your final sketch layer 
to around 40% or 50%. 

• Create a new layer above your final sketch 
layer and name it “Clean up”. 

• Draw over your sketch onto this new layer 
using a brush of your choice. Remember:you 
can still improve your design, even at this 
stage! Don’t fall into the trap of tryingto 
trace your final sketch exactly. Look for 
opportunities to improve it even as you clean 
things up. 

TOP TIP:  
Ask yourself “What if?”  

questions as you design:  
“What if I change this shape?”  

“What if I move this up or down?”  
“What if I make this bigger / smaller?” 

Task six: add colour 

Once you have cleaned up your design and 
are happy with how it’s looking, it’s time to add 
colour. 

• Create a new layer BENEATH your “Clean 
up” layer and call it “Colour”. 

• Colour your design on this layer using 
whatever brushes and techniques you 
prefer.* 

• Save your work! 

*When I colour my designs, I prefer to have each 
colour on a separate layer. This makes it much 
easier to tweak colours and make changes 
for a client. Consider trying this to make your 
workflow more flexible! 
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Next steps 

Step back from your work and consider: 

• Did I analyse my shapes and proportions 
correctly? 

• Have I pushed my drawing far enough? 

• Is there a way I could improve my design? 

• Could I apply this approach to other subjects 
and things I see in the world (vehicles, 
buildings, plants, objects etc.)? 

Conclusion 
This workshop is designed to help you explore 
what you see via drawing and design. We hope 
you will consider using this newfound knowledge 
in your own work, regardless ofthe kind of art 
you create. 

As human beings we respond to unique artistic 
interpretations of reality, and as artists it is 
our job to present these unique visions to our 
audience. 

Draw and design without fear, and, above all, 
have fun while doing it! 

Find out more about Dan Kelby Further reading 
@  @dankelby __ Stephen Silver, The Silver Way: Techniques, Tips 

and Tutorials  @  www___ .dankelby.com _  Walt Stanchfield, Drawn to Life Vol. 1 and 2  
Preston Blair, Cartoon Animation  

We would love to see your work! 
Share it with us on Instagram: Useful links 
@  @NUAoutr__ _ each        @  @norwichuniarts __ _        {@  Cr__ eative Careers_  

@  @takeyourplace_he___ _  {@  www____ .takeyourplace.ac.uk   {@  NUA W__ ebsite 

http://www.instagram.com/dankelby/
http://www.dankelby.com
https://www.instagram.com/nuaoutreach
https://www.instagram.com/takeyourplace_he/
https://www.instagram.com/norwichuniarts/
https://discovercreative.careers/#/
http://www.takeyourplace.ac.uk
https://www.nua.ac.uk/



